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TO FULLFIL THE DEMAND OF THE PEOPLE WHO VOTED FOR YOU, WE TRUST AND HAVE FULL CONFIDENCE IN YOU, TO ENSURE THAT THE SWAPO PARTY MANIFESTO PROGRAM ARE CARRY OUT.

Posted by Born free
I Wish comrade Steve Biko all the best and much more because he is one of the young leaders this will not only be victory but we need committed leaders who can face all the challenges especially these facing the youths we need developments youths programs and education valsout!! must be the first priority.

Posted by Libolly Haufiku
Viva to you all comrades in SWAPO PARTY OF NAMIBIA there is NO doubt SWAPO is winning organisation by always and always.GOOD LUCK Cde STEVE B. BOOYS and now hard work !!!
coalition party may be will end up just there, in the north they must forget SWAPO IS FOR EVER ,LONG LIVE THE REPUBLIC OF NAMIBIA.

Posted by Cde. Steven Axasmani
The so called All Stars of losers with their Captain RAPHA have lost again and mind you what their excuse will be “votes where rigged and there where data verification centres somewhere” SWAPO ALWAYS AND KUNENE HERE WE COME...

Posted by Kondjeni Hie,Hie
Hi,Hai,Hai Haai,Hai Haai,Haai,Haai,Haai,Haai HIVELLO!
Just laughing at the coalition of losers.Wondering what's their excuse this time around.Haana,haa!! Gaan slaap joue man.

Posted by Ronn Kabeka
Once again the people of the liberated Republic of Namibia has spoken crystal clear: THE SWAPO PARTY OF NAMIBIA IS THE ONLY, NOT PREFRED, BUT THE ONLY TRUE PARTY THAT IS ADDRESSING OUR CHALLENGES, THEREFORE IT MUST RULE AND REPRESENT US. Viva SWAPO Viva, Viva Comrade Booys Viva. I strongly urge all sober minded Namibians to awake from the slumber of colonial hangover and be fooling to thing there is any other party with a clear vision to propel our country forward. There is only one and it is the SWAPO Party of Namibia. Anything else is truly building on a visionless dream. Congratulations once again to Cde. Booys for revealing the immense leadership vision amongst the young guns in the Party. Now the hard work really begins!

What people say

The opposition parties were battered in last year’s November National Assembly and Presidential elections by SWAPO Party. They disputed the outcome and chose the legal route – their democratic right to do so. And they waited. While they were waiting, Okahandja by-election presented itself. This time around, eight parties came together and formed a loose coalition to “unseat” SWAPO Party from power. They were shown the exit door again, individually and collectively.

Thursday’s High Court judgment, which dismissed with costs, the application by nine opposition parties to have last year’s National Assembly and Presidential elections declared “null and void,” sets aside and have ballots cast and elections recounted must have fallen on them like a thunderbolt. The lessons learned, they must never forget. Anyone seeking to challenge elections’ outcome of any nature must do his or her homework properly. The alternative is a costly fishing expedition, as the nine opposition parties have learned.

For three months, Namibians were treated like pawns on a political chessboard. With their votes, which they cast freely and fairly, being made subject of the High Court, they found every effort to be impatient. They have been tested to the limit in flimsy allegations. The reason the High Court had been packed to capacity from day one to the last amplified that patience. It was therefore not by accident that Judge President Petrus Damaseb commended them for the orderly manner and the patience they displayed while waiting for the High Court to pronounce itself on the poll challenge. It has been a long wait, which had them guessing as to what and how the outcome would be.

An election challenge is no trivial matter. Nations have gone to war precisely because of that. When UNITA’s Jonas Savimbi rejected the outcome of Angola’s National Assembly and Presidential elections in the early 1990s, which he and UNITA lost fairly and fairly, many innocent Angolans, children and women, perished in that senseless civil war that resumed shortly after the elections. It was Savimbi’s insatiable hunger for power that put his ego above national interest and national safety, not that elections there were “rigged and doctored” to favour one of the contesting parties. Similarly, when the Rally for Democracy and Progress (RDP), together with eight other political parties, decided to challenge the outcome of our elections, many Namibians held their breath in disbelief, wondering as to what really was going on. Ours was not a neck-to-neck election, as had been the case in other countries. None of the contesting parties ever came closer to SWAPO Party to warrant a court challenge. SWAPO Party scored 602 580 votes. The nearest runner, RDP, only got 90 556 votes.

Like Savimbi in Angola, RDP’s Hidipo Hamutenya, is being driven by his insatiable hunger for power. That is the seed that has driven many countries into endless bloody civil wars. It is the Savimbi syndrome of “either I win or the elections are not fair” that has overwhelmed Hidipo’s ego. Such a tendency is very dangerous in a democracy.

Rigging elections is a systematic and well organized process. Our electoral process is so tight – with checks and balances well in place – that rigging elections will never go unnoticed. Moreover, each political party contesting any election posts agents at every polling station to oversee the whole process from the start to the end, under the watchful eye of the Police. What were Hidipo’s arguments to substantiate the application in Court?

Liboely Haufiku’s “founding” affidavit is littered with unsubstantiated allegations of irregularities, which if and when tested in a court, would dismally fail to build up a strong case of irregularities amounting to rigging an election. The Electoral Act stipulates that an election challenge can be substantive only when an applicant shows that there is material evidence such irregularities might have influenced the outcome of an election to unduly favour one of the contesting parties. This was missing in their application.

Haufkii’s affidavit is only littered with matters of administrative nature, such as people appearing twice on the voters’ roll; dead people appearing on the voters’ roll and so on. Nothing in that affidavit shows that the elections were rigged here and there, or that there was ballot stuffing. As I have said earlier, how on earth would dead people ever vote? Even if they were to come and vote, how would Haufkii know that they were going to vote for SWAPO? The whole application was haphazard and carelessly prepared. It was filed after deadlines and the nonpayment of security on the Presidential election challenge, weakened, not strengthened, the applicants’ case. Dismissal with costs is a result of such carelessness.

The High Court verdict marks the end of Hidipo’s long dance on the verge of a volcano. Battered at the polls and humiliated in Court, the “coalition” he has been trying to midwife since last year has hit a snag. Hidipo has created more problems for the opposition parties than he has solved. At one go, he has become a liability, not an asset. None of the parties he has cobbled together in the coalition would ever entertain his antics anymore. Like the domino theory, his coalition is falling apart like a castle built in the air. Accept that you have lost the exit door again, individually and collectively.

For decades, you have set your eyes on that highest political trophy – the Presidency. You have, however, been cursed in nurturing that journey. You have webed your own downfall. Like campaign strategies of many ordinary run of the mill politicians, you have always used the world has ever seen, yours, too, has become a liability. It is a confused amalgam of anti-SWAPo and anti-Nujoma dictators.

As your political career comes down crashing, accept that there is honour in accepting defeat. You have been defeated freely and fairly. The onus is now on your shoulder to display some degree of magnanimity. Therein lies the celebration of our humanity. SWAPO Party beats. And it absolutely beats, as you now have seen. You should know better.